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Technical Rider 
Kalash et Moumoute 

Show ’s caracteristic: street performance for all kind of 
audience  (from 7 years old  ) – Please note in the pro-
gramm that the show is not adapted for the children under 
7 years old .
Team : 2 or 3 people
Lenght : 45 minutes / Break beetween each shows : 3h 
Capacity : 300/800 people
Night show is possible and fully appreciated 
Technicals requests :
For the night show, please provide 2x electricity plugs  
220V/16A.
Please provide 8 flood lights (quartz) on dimmer dispatched 
around the performance’s aera. (Diameter=c8 meters)
4 hanging slots with 4 PC light 1000 : minimum height 
= 4 meter (Please note that the performance is played in 
circle area, you have to be careful : no wash light for the 
first row)
Backstage  for 2 peolpe with shower close the show’s 
area. (if the backstage is farer than 300m , please provide 
a 2m²’s area to stock our equipment before the show.
Stage area:  
Minimum space needed (included the audience): a 
circle of  12m’s diameter (included 8m for  the show ‘s 
area), without any noise pollution from outside .
Height needed : 4 m.
Please provide : Hard, flat and smooth ground, as much 
as possible.
Set up / Strike : 10 min to set up /10 min to strike (please 
provide a water recipient to clean the show’s aera)

  KALASH  ET  MOUMOUTE

A show for 2 clowns, a leash, a gat, a wedding 
dress, 2 bottles of sparkling, 2 kilograms of rice, 
80cl of urine, lipstick, and hot sweat. 

Two clowns invest their fortune track and propose 
a circular show in which misery gives rise to su-
blime, cruelty to desire and gag to disaster. 
We watch them live, straight from the street in the 
privacy of home they don’t have any more or they 
never had. 
A CoMiC A BiT AwfuL, dirTy And nASTy 

Creation : 2012 / Duration : 45 min
Artistic look : Eric BLOUET
Circular show / from 7 years old (children 
welcome but accompanied)

compagnie HUMAINS GAUCHES

What's that ?
Humains Gauches is a professional clown com-
pany  created in 2006 based in Poitiers (FRANCE). 
It offers a gross, radical and organic red nose ap-
proach. The four Humains Gauches clowns  use 
street as playground. The jubilation is their es-
sence, pulsions are their motor. 

Who's that ?
4 clowns : 2 females, 2 males

Helene VIEILLETOILE alias MOUMOUTE
Wild animal living in captivity on a tight leash

Olivier PAPUCHON alias KALASH
Great useless, armed, naturally unhealthy

SEbastien GUILLET alias Plexus
Remains of a person who once has probably shi-
ned

Marion REVERDY alias Nichon
Trainer pack sometimes patient, ever-watchful

Ludivine REMY
+336-10-09-17-58
diffusionhumainsgauches@gmail.com

Contact Booking manager

HElEne Vieilletoile:  
+336-62.-37-25-80 
humains.gauches@gmail.com
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